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meal mixture has not been satis- 
factory, and we find several ad- 
vantages to this mixture over 
hand fed pellets: 

1. Less shrink at weaning time. 
2. It saves labor. 
3. We can winter more calves 

on the same amount of grass. 
These advantages are more ap- 

parent with light calves (400 lbs. 
or less) than heavy calves. How- 
ever, under ordinary circum- 
stances, I consider it is poor 
judgment to buy a heavy calf to 
winter on grass. Since we gen- 
erally winter from 1,000 to 1,500 
calves, we try to use a simple 
and efficient ration. The one I 
mentioned can probably be im- 
proved, but in spite of some 
negative experimental evidence 
we think a limited amount of 
grain can be profitable under our 
conditions. We like to winter our 
calves good enough to have them 
ready to sell to a feeder by 
August if possible. In a dry 
spring we just keep them on 
feed until it does rain. 

ATKINS 

In speculating on the uncer- 
tainties of the future, one defi- 
nite prediction can be made: 
range management will be an 
increasingly important factor in 
the success of a ranch operation. 
The investment will be too large, 
the profit margin too small, and 
the weather too uncertain to per- 
mit carelessness or inefficiency. 
The rancher will continue to 
need all the help he can get from 
the research scientist, the edu- 
cator, and the field technician, in 
order to make the most efficient 
use of range forage. 

Our Range Society 

The American Society of 
Range Management has, since its 
organization in 1947, made im- 
portant contributions to the sci- 
ence and art of grazing land 
management. Almost coincident 
with the Society’s founding, the 
United States Department of Ag- 
riculture published the 1948 
Yearbook of Agriculture, which 

was principally authored by 
members of the Society and de- 
voted exclusively to Grass. That 
book is still an authoritative text. 
Members of the Society are con- 
tinuing to explore every conti- 
nent, gathering and disseminat- 
ing information. The Society’s 
Journal is an excellent source of 
current scientific and practical 
material. 

I was converted and baptized 
(so to speak) into the Society at 
its third Annual Meeting in San 
Antonio in 1950. My fourteen 
years of membership have been 
the equivalent of a post graduate 
course in Range Management, 
under the tutelage of the best 
authorities in the field. The 
meetings and tours, the personal 
contacts and friendships I have 
formed, have been pleasant and 
profitable. I would recommend 
membership in the American 
Society of Range Management to 
any rancher who is interested in 
preparing for the challenges and 
opportunities of the future. 

AMERICAN HERITAGE 

Excerpts from an address by John E. Brink, rancher and architect, of loi& Kansas, presented at the Seven- 
teenth Annual Meeting, ASRM, in Wichita, Kansas, on February 12, 1964. 

From the early mists of time, in the scant remains from the days of the long, long past, we find the dim rec- 
ords and legend of early man on the plains-thin fingers of population widely spaced on the rivers, each little 
group isolated in the wide, wide spaces of the plains, the horizons far off and the sky full of sunlight. Prior to 
the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, following the settlement and development of the area on our eastern seaboard, 
a migration of people was taking place, almost overlooked in our American histories. The migration is that of 
the American Indian who was being forced ever Westward to find new homes. These people came onto the plains 
on their feet, walking, carrying their meager gear on their backs and on dogs. But the whisper of moccasins in 
the grass was to be replaced with the thunder of running horses on the hard prairie. Their discovery of the horse 
and the plains bison gave them a new way of life and a golden age. The Cheyenne and the Sioux, above all 
other, of the natives to the continent, wrote the biggest and most memorable chapter in the history of the plains. 
The buffalo provided food, clothing, and many other important items of commisary. The stone age implements 
used to cultivate beans, squash, and corn, the three sisters, were laid aside; the lance of the horseman was the 
replacement. Thus these people came into an era of hunting, during which they had time for pursuits other than 
the search for food. They let their natural appreciation for art and color develop, they laughed in the sun with 
their friends and they made an art of stealing horses and of war and of living. This was a Utopia, which as all 
Utopias, did not endure. 

As the settlers of the seaboard came Westward, their very condition strengthened their beliefs in individual 
rights, in self reliance and in their ability to expand and apply a system of self government which had been in- 
stituted on this continent but a few years prior to 1803. This is our heritage along with Plains from the Broad 
Missouri to the Shining Mountains, our place with Mother Earth. A place of beauty, of greatness, a broad ex- 
panse of earth and of sky, and its truly great intangible companion, good government, which we hope shall be 
cherished thru the generations yet to come, 


